ABSTRACT Exploiting highly directional antenna arrays to compensate for severe propagation loss is one of the defining features in millimeter-wave (mmWave) communications. With efficient beamforming techniques, mmWave transceivers can form steerable narrow beams. Therefore, different from convenient microwave networks, the signal or interference power in mmWave communications is highly directional and closely related to critical parameters such as interference distance and angles of departure/arrival. The high directivity implies that the co-channel interference among simultaneously active mmWave links can be expected to be significantly smaller than that for omnidirectional links and, meanwhile, the security of mmWave communications may also be enhanced. In this context, will the traditional interference mitigation and physical-layer security techniques still be efficient or necessary in mmWave networks? The answer may be negative in certain conditions. However, there is no detailed analysis on the conditions for this issue. In this paper, we jointly analyze the inter-beam interference and secrecy performance of mmWave communications for their close relation to signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. We also derive various performance limits (e.g., interference/eavesdropping distance limit, transmission power limit, offset angle limit, and beamwidth limit) of interference and eavesdropping immunity in mmWave networks. The theoretical and numerical results verify our analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter wave (mmWave) communications, operating in about 30-300 GHz bands, have attracted significant research interest recently [1] - [4] , since the massive available spectrum can potentially provide multiple Gbps (gigabit per second) data rate [5] , [6] . Thanks to the short wavelength of mmWave radio, large-scale directional antenna arrays can be packed into the limited dimensions of mmWave transceivers. With efficient beamforming techniques [7] , highly directional beams with substantial array gains can be synthesized to compensate for the severe propagation loss [8] in mmWave networks. In this context, the signal or interference power in mmWave communications is highly directional and closely related to the angles of departure/arrival [9] . Therefore, many technologies introduced in the last decade for interference mitigation in microwave networks (e.g., inter-cell interference coordination and interference alignment) may have limited gains in mmWave networks [3] . Under the new characteristics of mmWave, the efficiency of traditional physical layer security techniques (e.g., artificial noise) should be re-checked as well [10] . The existing research on wireless communications takes great effort on interference suppression/coordination and physical layer security. However, with the emergence and rapid development of the mmWave technology and system, the problems may be rather different. Consequently, the existing interference suppression/coordination mechanisms or physical layer security techniques may no longer be suitable for mmWave networks and even some of them are redundant.
Different from interference coordination mainly in either the time or frequency domain in microwave networks, spatial or beamspace interference coordination receives more attention in mmWave networks (e.g., [11] - [15] ). The high directivity of mmWave links implies that the co-channel interference among simultaneously active links can be expected to be significantly smaller than that for omnidirectional links [16] , since the interference from off-boresight directions would be rejected. Hence, adaptive arrays with narrow beams can reduce the impact of interference, meaning that mmWave networks are most likely to be noise-limited rather than interference-limited [17] . Many relevant studies of mmWave communications are based on the hypothesis that the co-channel/inter-beam interference is negligible when the beamwidth is narrow enough, which may not always hold. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no work on giving detailed quantitative analysis on the conditions for this hypothesis. Generally speaking, the amount of interference mainly depends on the location of the interferers relative to the reference receiver (e.g., the relative distance and direction), the antenna radiation patterns, and the transmitted power of the reference receiver and the interferers. In this context, through the analysis of the effects of various parameters on the interference, we show the performance limits of interference immunity (i.e., the received interference power is insufficient to degrade the reference link performance) in mmWave networks. In this study, the limit refers to the critical numerical value (i.e., the boundary value) at which the condition of interference/eavesdropping immunity starts to hold. Here, we extend the concept of interference/eavesdropping immunity in the Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology [18] in the time domain to the beamspace. As one of the key parameters for determining interference, the interference range has been analyzed in [16] and [19] . However, the results are not universal, since the adopted antenna pattern is either ideal or does not consider side lobes.
Moreover, the investigation of physical layer security in mmWave networks is a very promising and highly rewarding area [20] . Concerning the peculiar propagation characteristics of mmWave, the secrecy performance of mmWave networks will be quite different from conventional microwave networks, which should be re-evaluated. Specifically, in [10] , secrecy performance of noise-limited and artificial noise assisted mmWave cellular networks under a stochastic geometry framework is analyzed. The work of Zhu et al. [21] explored the potential of physical layer security in mmWave ad hoc networks and characterized the impact of mmWave channel characteristics, random blockages, and antenna gains on the secrecy performance. In [22] , secure transmissions under slow fading channels with multipath propagation in mmWave systems is studied. These studies focus on the security of mmWave networks from different aspects. On the other side, since directional communications with narrow beams in mmWave networks can suppress the interference from neighbors effectively, the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at eavesdroppers may be extremely low such that the eavesdroppers are unable to decode the secret messages. That is, mmWave networks with narrow beams own inherent security and the existing physical layer security techniques may have limited gains in some conditions. In this study, we investigate the performance limits of physical layer eavesdropping immunity (i.e., a secure connection is possible). Note that we analyze the physical layer security from the beamspace aspect, which is quite different from the existing literatures (e.g., [10] , [22] , [23] ).
Different from microwave networks, the transmission distance, transmission power, offset angle of departure/arrival and beamwidth all have impact on the performance of mmWave networks due to the inherent directivity. If one or more of these boundary conditions are not satisfied, the directional communication in mmWave networks will be damaged. Meanwhile, both of the interference-proof and physical layer security could naturally gain the benefit from the directivity. Hence, with the limits, we can determine whether the existing interference suppression/coordination and physical layer security techniques can be simplified or even omitted in mmWave communications. From [23] , we can know that, only if the capacity of legitimate receiver greater than the capacity of eavesdropper, the physical layer security can be achieved. Thus, both interference immunity and eavesdropping immunity are closely related to SINR. In this context, we jointly investigate the performance limits of both interference-proof and eavesdropping immunity in this study. Moreover, since the security performance in mmWave networks is determined by the operating beams of the legitimate transmitter/receiver and eavesdroppers (i.e., the inter-beam interference is the basis of physical layer security), we will first consider the interference immunity problem in mmWave networks and then investigate the physical layer eavesdropping immunity problem under different eavesdropping scenarios.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows: 1) We investigate the inter-beam interference of an mmWave network with multiple simultaneous links in beamspace MU-MIMO and the Device-to-Device (D2D) mode.
We also give quantitative analysis of the performance limits of interference immunity in muti-antenna narrow beam mmWave networks. 2) We investigate the various performance limits of physical layer eavesdropping immunity in mmWave networks in beamspace under passive/active eavesdropping scenarios with multiple colluding/non-colluding eavesdroppers. 3) We analyze the impact of the blockage of a potential eavesdropper to the legitimate user signal from physical layer security in mmWave networks with narrow beams. 4) Our study shows that mmWave networks have inherent interference/eavesdropping proof ability when the actual interference/eavesdropping distance is larger than the interference/eavesdropping distance limit, or the actual transmission power of the interference/eavesdropping link is lower than the transmission power limit, or the actual offset angle of departure/arrival is larger than the offset angle limit, or the operating beamwidth is smaller than the beamwidth limit. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is introduced. Section III investigates the inter-beam interference issue of mmWave networks and carries out quantitative analysis of interference immunity. In Section IV, the performance limits of eavesdropping immunity in mmWave networks are analyzed. Section V shows some numerical simulations. Conclusions are provided in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODELS
We consider a cellular network consisting of an mmWave base station (MBS) and multiple mmWave user equipments (MUEs). Meanwhile, both the MBS and MUEs are equipped with directional antennas, which are favorable to support simultaneous transmissions. By adopting the beamforming training (or beam steering) process, the transmit and receive beam pair set that best matches the simultaneous links can be determined. In this section, we will first describe the inter-beam interference scenario and then present the beamspace eavesdropping scenario for the mmWave network.
Considering that the actual transmission paths of mmWave signals are unpredictable in multiple reflection environment, the operating links in this study are assumed to be line-ofsight (LOS). It should be mentioned that, although the analysis is based on LOS scenario, its core ideas can be extended to Non-LOS (NLOS) scenarios. In fact, most of malicious interference and eavesdropping usually occur in long-distance outdoor transmission scenarios. However, since there may have severe path loss caused by high diffraction loss and multiple reflection effects in these environments, NLOS paths in mmWave communications are generally considered in short-range (e.g., indoor) scenarios [24] . 
A. INTER-BEAM INTERFERENCE MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1 , we assume that the MBS is capable of supporting multiple beams simultaneously and each MUE is operating with a single beam. In order to investigate the inter-beam interference in the mmWave network, we consider two communication modes: (a) The MBS serves multiple MUEs simultaneously with multiple directional beams, i.e., in the downlink beamspace MU-MIMO mode, of which the link set is denoted as N MIMO ; (b) Communications between a pair of MUEs using directional beams, i.e., in the D2D mode, of which the link set is denoted as N D2D . Meanwhile, we have the simultaneous link set N = N MIMO +N D2D .
Let P i t be the transmitted power of link i (i ∈ N); d i be the distance between the transmitter and receiver of link i (i ∈ N); ξ i t and ξ i r be the transmitting and receiving beamwidth (i.e., the angle between the half-power points of the main lobe) of link i (i ∈ N), respectively; ϕ i,j (0 ≤ ϕ i,j ≤ π ) be the offset angle of link j relative to link i (i, j ∈ N MIMO ). Here, there are three interference scenarios between link i and link j:
2 , the interference is mainly caused by the main lobes of link i and link j. Otherwise, the interference is caused by side lobes. Typically, when ϕ i,j = 0 (e.g., when MUE2 is located at the position of MUE2' shown in Fig. 1 ), whether MUE1 will be interfered by link j and the magnitude of the interference depends on P j t and d i .
2) i, j ∈ N D2D : As D2D pair2 and pair3 shown in Fig. 1 , when the operating state of MUE6 and MUE9 is different, the two links may interfere with each other. For example, if MUE6 is the transmitter of link i and MUE9 is the receiver of link j, MUE9 may receive some interference signals from MUE6. 3) i ∈ N MIMO , j ∈ N D2D : As the link of MBS-MUE3 and D2D pair1 shown in Fig. 1 , when MUE5 is the transmitter of link j, the two links may interfere with each other. In this context, the inter-beam interference mainly depends on the relative direction and distance between the interferers and the reference receiver, the beam patterns, and the transmitted power of the reference receiver and the interferers. Furthermore, the interference scenario of link i (∀i ∈ N) can be summed up as a combination of the above three scenarios.
Although only the beamspace MU-MIMO and D2D mode are described here, the interference model shows the worst-case scenario and it can be seen as an abstract description of a general scene, in order to obtain the performance limits of interference immunity in mmWave networks. For instance, the transmission of a network node operating simultaneously with multiple beams can be analogous to the beamspace MIMO mode and the general point-to-point communication can be analogous to the D2D mode.
B. PHYSICAL LAYER EAVESDROPPING MODEL
Taking link i (i ∈ N) as a legitimate link, we describe the beamspace eavesdropping scenarios according to the mmWave network. It consists of three communication parties, i.e., the typical transmitter Alice, the legitimate receiver Bob, and multiple malicious eavesdroppers (e.g., Eve), as depicted in Fig. 2 . We assume that the operating beams of Alice and Bob are perfectly aligned to keep secret from the potential eavesdroppers. To evaluate the secrecy performance of link i, we distinguish two eavesdropping scenarios: 1) Passive Eavesdropping: The potential eavesdroppers (e.g., Eve) act passively without any active attacks to deteriorate link i. Eve in this scenario only needs single beam for listening signals. 2) Active Eavesdropping: Eve sends some interference signals (e.g., artificial noise) to Bob with a transmitting beam while eavesdropping the secret messages from Alice with a receiving beam. That is, we consider beamspace active eavesdropping in the mmWave network rather than that in time/frequency domain in microwave networks. In addition, we consider both non-colluding and colluding eavesdroppers in the above two scenarios. In the non-colluding case, the eavesdroppers individually overhear link i without centralized processing. In the colluding case, the eavesdroppers can exchange and combine their received signals at a central data processing unit, thus improving their ability to decode the secret messages [23] . Generally, active eavesdropping with colluding eavesdroppers is the worst-case scenario for physical layer security.
To simplify illustration, we summarize the main notations used throughout the paper in Table 1 .
III. INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY ANALYSIS
In what follows, for the mmWave network with narrow beams, we will investigate the performance limits of interference immunity by analyzing the impact of various parameters on inter-beam interference.
According to Friis transmission formula, the received power of link i in free-space transmission can be determined by [4] 
where G i t and G i r are the antenna gains of the transmitter and receiver, respectively, λ is the operating wavelength, and n is the pathloss exponent and n = 2 in free space. By making channel measurements and then finding a suitable value of n, this formula in (1) can be also used to approximately describe the power of the received signal in non-free-space propagation as well [4] . In addition, we approximate the actual antenna pattern by the sinc antenna pattern model [9] . That is, the normalized array gain can be approximated as
where N is the number of antenna elements and ϑ is the azimuthal beam angle. In general, we have N 1 in mmWave networks. Meanwhile, the transmitting and receiving beams for each link are assumed to be aligned by adopting beamforming training (or beam steering) mechanism. Hence,
and G i r,max are the maximum transmitting and receiving antenna gains of link i, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , denoting d i,j as the distance between link i's receiver (RX i) and link j's transmitter (TX j),
as the offset angles of the operating beams of TX j and RX i relative to the boresight direction of RX i and TX j (i.e., the offset angles of departure and arrival considering interference), respectively, the received interference power of link i is given by
Note that Fig. 3 shows the general relationship between link i and j. If TX i and TX j are the same transmitter (e.g., the MBS in Fig. 1 ) that operate with different beams, then i, j ∈ N MIMO ; otherwise, i, j ∈ N D2D , or one of them in N MIMO and the other in N D2D .
Denoting σ 2 i as the thermal noise power, then,
. Considering that we mainly focus on the analysis of the influence of inter-beam interference, for simplifying analysis, similar to [16] , we do not consider thermal noise here. Therefore, the received signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of link i can be evaluated as
It can be seen from (2)- (3) that P i I is mainly related to r , respectively (i.e., the larger the number of antennas, the narrower the beam), the impact of beamwidth on link performance can be reflected by the size of antenna array in this study. As given in [9] , we have ξ
Assuming that link i has interference immunity (i.e., the received interference is insufficient to degrade the performance of link i and, thus, link i will be accurate even without interference mitigation) when SIR i > η, where η is a given threshold. Here, we define the limit of an interference parameter as its maximum or minimum value for interference immunity, which can be obtained if SIR i = η holds. Hence, let
the limits of interference parameters of link j (∀j ∈ N\i) can be derived as the following propositions, where
Definition 1 (Interference Distance Limit): The interference distance limit is the minimum value of the interference distance for inter-beam interference immunity, i.e., d i,
Proposition 1: Consider an mmWave network with multiple simultaneous links in beamspace MU-MIMO and the D2D mode, of which the links' set is denoted by N. For a typical link i and an interference link j (∀j ∈ N\i), according to Definition 1, the limit of interference distance d i,j is given by
Proof: (5) are known quantities, we obtain the interference distance limit d i,j 0 shown in (7) .
Definition 2 (Transmission Power Limit): The transmission power limit is the maximum transmission power of TX j for interference immunity, i.e., P
Proposition 2: Consider the mmWave network described in Proposition 1. For typical link i and interference link j, according to Definition 2, the limit of TX j's transmission power P j t is given by
Proof: Since P j 0 t = max P j t for SIR i > η, assuming all other parameters except P j t in (5) are known quantities, we obtain the transmission power limit P j 0 t shown in (8) . Definition 3 (Offset Angle Limit): The offset angle limit is the minimum offset angle of departure/arrival for SIR i > η.
Proposition 3: Consider the mmWave network described in Proposition 1. For the typical link i and the interference link j, according to Definition 3, the limit of the offset angle of departure and arrival (i.e., ϑ j 1 and ϑ j 2 ) are, respectively,
and (9) . Similarly, we obtain ϑ j 0 2 shown in (10) .
Definition 4 (Beamwidth Limit): The beamwidth limit is the maximum operating beamwidth for interference immunity, i.e., ξ
Proposition 4: Consider the mmWave network described in Proposition 1. For the typical link i and the interference link j, according to Definition 4, the limit of the operating beamwidth of TX j and RX i (i.e., ξ j t and ξ i r ) are, respectively, ξ
and
Proof: Combining (2) with (5) and assuming all other parameters except N j t are known quantities, we obtain N j 0 t shown in (11) . Further, as we approximate the actual antenna pattern by the sinc antenna pattern model, i.e., ξ in general, hence, when P I ;j = 0, the interference limits are, respectively,
Thus, when ξ i r < ξ
t (∀j ∈ N\i), interference mitigation techniques for link i may have limited gains and could be simplified in the mmWave network.
IV. PHYSICAL LAYER EAVESDROPPING IMMUNITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the physical layer eavesdropping immunity limits of the mmWave network under the two different beamspace eavesdropping scenarios depicted in Fig. 2 , where the set of the potential eavesdroppers is denoted by Q E .
In the following, we utilize the secrecy rate to evaluate the secrecy performance of the legitimate link (e.g., link i) as [23] R i = max log 2 (1 + SINR B ) − log 2 (1 + SINR E ), 0 , (16) where SINR B and SINR E are the received SINR at the legitimate receiver (e.g., Bob) and the eavesdroppers (e.g., Eve), respectively. Generally, when R i > 0, a secure connection is possible [25] . Therefore, let R i = 0, i.e., SINR B SINR E = 1, the eavesdropping limits can be derived. Similar to the interference parameter limits, the eavesdropping limits here are defined as the critical values of the parameters related to physical eavesdropping (hereafter called eavesdropping parameters) for beamspace eavesdropping immunity (i.e., secure connection), which can be obtained if R i = 0 holds.
A. PASSIVE EAVESDROPPING
Since the eavesdroppers do not take any active attacks to deteriorate link i in this scenario, the SINR at Bob and eavesdropper e (e ∈ Q E ) are respectively reduced to
where φ e (0 ≤ |φ e | ≤ π ) is the angle between the boresight directions of the eavesdropping link and link i; d e is the distance between Alice and e; σ 2 e is the noise variance at e. 
1) NON-COLLUDING EAVESDROPPERS
Proposition 5: Consider a legitimate link i in an mmWave network under passive eavesdropping scenario with multiple non-colluding eavesdroppers in beamspace. Denoting Q E as the set of the potential eavesdroppers, if SNR x = max e∈Q E SNR e , i.e., eavesdropper x is the most malicious eavesdropper in Q E , the limits of eavesdropping parameters (i.e., d x , φ x , and ξ i t ) are, respectively,
Proof: For passive eavesdropping scenario with non-colluding eavesdroppers, the secrecy performance of the legitimate link i depends on the most malicious eavesdropper in Q E , e.g., eavesdropper x, which satisfies SNR x = max e∈Q E SNR e . Thus, the critical condition of eavesdropping immunity for this case is SNR B SNR x = 1. Assuming all other parameters except d x in (19) are known quantities, we obtain the eavesdropping distance limit d x 0 shown in (20) . Similarly, we obtain the offset angle limit φ x 0 and the beamwidth limit ξ i 0 t shown in (21) and (22), respectively.
Hence, when
t , physical layer security and conventional encryption techniques for link i may be simplified in the mmWave network.
2) COLLUDING EAVESDROPPERS
Since the colluding eavesdroppers may gather their received information and send it to a central processor, we have
in this case [25] , where W E is the noise power. Note that the effect of signal phase is not considered here. Thus, the critical condition for a secure connection would be
Specifically, the secrecy performance of link i is related to N i t , d e , φ e and Q E . Proposition 6: Consider a legitimate link i in an mmWave network under passive eavesdropping scenario in beamspace with multiple colluding eavesdroppers of which the set is denoted by Q E . For eavesdropper e (∀e ∈ Q E ), the limits of eavesdropping parameters (i.e., d x , φ x , and ξ i t ) are, respectively,
where
Proof: The critical condition for a secure connection is given in (23) for the passive eavesdropping scenario with colluding eavesdroppers. For each eavesdropper e (e ∈ Q E ), assuming all other parameters except d e in (23) are known quantities, we obtain the eavesdropping distance limit d e 0 shown in (24) . Similarly, we obtain the offset angle limit φ e 0 and the beamwidth limit ξ i 0 t shown in (25) and (26) 
where P e I = are the distances between eavesdropper e and Alice, e and Bob, e and x (x ∈ Q E \e), respectively; φ e 1 (0 ≤ φ e 1 ≤ π) and φ e 2 (0 ≤ φ e 2 ≤ π ) are the offset angles of the receiving and transmitting beam of e relative to the boresight direction of link i, respectively; φ As illustrated in Fig. 4 , according to the sine theorem and cosine theorem, respectively, we can obtain that 
1) NON-COLLUDING EAVESDROPPERS
In this case, assuming that eavesdropper e (e ∈ Q E ) is the most malicious eavesdropper, i.e., SINR e = max x∈Q E SINR x , VOLUME 6, 2018
we can derive the eavesdropping limits of e when the condition SINR B SINR e = 1 holds, i.e., 
and when (30), we obtain the eavesdropping distance limit d e 0 ,B shown in (39).
2) COLLUDING EAVESDROPPERS
Active eavesdropping with colluding eavesdroppers represents the worst-case scenario from the secure communication viewpoint, while it is the best-case scenario from the eavesdropper design viewpoint.
In this case, the eavesdroppers are assumed to have strong ability, and they may cooperate with each other to cancel the inter-beam interference [21] , [26] . Then, the SINR expression formulated in (29) 
we can obtain the following results shown in Proposition 8, where 
and when = b 2 2 − 4a 2 c 2 ≥ 0,
, and c 2 = C 1 · G e r,max · g φ e 1 · P e t · g φ e 2 . Proof: For active eavesdropping with colluding eavesdroppers, we assume that the eavesdroppers have strong ability to cancel the inter-beam interference by cooperating with each other. Then, the SINR expression in this case reduces to SNR according to (41). Meanwhile, the critical condition of eavesdropping immunity here is SINR B SNR E = 1 which can be converted into (42). Assuming all other parameters except P e t in (42) are known quantities, we obtain the transmission power limit P e 0 t shown in (43). Similarly, we obtain the offset angle limits φ 
where the coefficients of the equation are shown in Proposition 8. Hence, we obtain the eavesdropping distance limit d e 0 ,A shown in (48) if = b 2 2 − 4a 2 c 2 ≥ 0. Then, according to (30), we obtain the eavesdropping distance limit d e 0 ,B shown in (49).
Therefore, if ξ i t < ξ
2 for ∀e ∈ Q E , link i has eavesdropping immunity.
C. IMPACT OF EAVESDROPPER BLOCKAGE TO PHYSICAL LAYER SECURITY
In order to better achieve eavesdropping, some eavesdroppers in mmWave networks may trace and align their best eavesdropping direction through beamforming training if they have no the knowledge of the legitimate link (e.g., the exact location of the legitimate transceiver). Hence, they may unconsciously enter the coverage area of the transmitting beam of the legitimate link (e.g., link i) to overhear the secret messages, as shown in Fig. 5 . Since mmWave radios have limited ability to diffract around obstacles, it is likely to cause signal shadowing that results in link blockage in this scenario. However, the shadow may alter the legitimate on eavesdropping. That is, once the eavesdropper or interference is detected, the original link will be greatly affected, and thus the blockage will play a vigilant role in enhancing security. This scenario is similar to that in quantum communications [27] .
In this subsection, we analyze the impact of the blockage of eavesdropper e (e ∈ Q E , e.g., Eve shown in Fig. 5 ) on the secrecy performance of link i in a two-dimensional mode. The analysis is also applicable to the three-dimensional mode.
Denoting α e as the shadowing angle of eavesdropper e corresponding to link i, the SINR of Bob in active eavesdropping scenarios can be estimated as
where P We assume that link i will be blocked if SINR B < γ , where γ is a given threshold for blockage events. When letting SINR B = γ , we can obtain the beamwidth limit of link i's transmitting beam for eavesdropping immunity.
Proposition 9: Consider a legitimate link i in an mmWave network with a potential eavesdropper e in active eavesdropping scenarios, where e is in the coverage area of the transmitting beam of link i. When the condition SINR B < γ holds, we can derive the beamwidth limit ξ i 0 t as
Proof: Since ξ Hence, when ξ i t < ξ i 0 t , eavesdropper e with shadowing angle α e will block link i, which makes it impossible to eavesdrop on the secret messages since the legitimate transmitter (e.g., Alice) will stop transmitting when the blockage event occurs. Compared with conventional microwave networks, this is an inherent property of physical layer security in mmWave networks. VOLUME 6, 2018
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In what follows, we will present numerical simulation of the interference/eavesdropping immunity limits obtained by theoretical analysis in the mmWave network. In the following, we consider free space transmissions, i.e., the pathloss exponent n equals to 2 [4] . Meanwhile, to simplify simulation, we assume that G i t,max = G j t,max (∀i, j ∈ N), G e r,max = G i r,max and σ 2 e = σ 2 i (∀e ∈ Q E ). It should be mentioned that the simulation results may be different with different parameter settings, but the curves with different parameters are consistent with the theoretical analysis.
A. INTER-BEAM INTERFERENCE LIMITS
In this subsection, assuming that P I ;j = 0 (i.e., there is only one interference link), we show the inter-beam interference limits of link j relative to link i, i.e., Fig. 6 . Meanwhile, the main lobe of TX j acts as the main interfering signals in case (a), and the side lobes may be interfering signals in the other cases. Some simulation results in this study will be analyzed on the basis of these cases. Fig. 7(b) . We see that d i,j 0 ≈ 0m, meaning that link i has inherent interference immunity in these cases even if RX i and TX j are very close to each other.
As shown in Fig. 8(a Fig. 8(b) . Considering that power spectral density is regulated by spectrum management organizations (e.g., Federal Communications Commission), such a large transmission power is not allowed in an actual communication system. Thus, we generally have P j t < P j 0 t in this case as well as in the cases shown in Fig. 6(b)-(c) , i.e., link i has inherent interference immunity here. Further, Fig. 8(c) Fig. 10(a) and that with different values of d i,j is shown in Fig. 10(b) . Clearly, the larger the value of ϑ 
even omitted in mmWave systems. Further, the larger the beamwidth limit, the smaller the size of antenna array, and the less the design cost.
B. PHYSICAL EAVESDROPPING LIMITS
In this subsection, we present some numerical simulation results of the beamspace eavesdropping immunity limits of link j relative to link i in the passive eavesdropping scenario with multiple colluding/non-colluding eavesdroppers. Here, link i is the legitimate link and link j is one of the potential eavesdropping links. Assuming that eavesdropper e (e ∈ Q E ) is the most malicious eavesdropper in the passive eavesdropping scenario with non-colluding eavesdroppers, its eavesdropping distance limit d e 0 changing versus the reference distance d i with different values of φ e is given in Fig. 11(a) . we see that d e 0 generally decreases with increasing φ e for a fixed value of d i . Since we adopt the sinc antenna pattern in this study, there may be some special cases in simulations, e.g., the curve with φ e = 15 • is above that with φ e = 6 • . Meanwhile, for the passive eavesdropping scenario with colluding eavesdroppers, the changing trend of d e 0 under different parameter settings is shown in Fig. 11(b) , where M is the number of eavesdroppers in Q E . To simplify simulation, we assume that d x = d i and φ x = 6 • for ∀x ∈ Q E \e. We see that, for a fixed φ e , the larger the value of M , the smaller the value of d e 0 . For example, when d i = 100m and φ e = 3 • , we have d e 0 = 42m if M = 2, while d e 0 = 24m if M = 6. That is, the greater the number of colluding eavesdroppers, the stronger the eavesdropping capability, which is bad from the secure communication viewpoint. Furthermore, some simulation results of the offset angle limit φ e 0 changing versus d e under different parameter settings in the passive eavesdropping scenario with non-colluding eavesdroppers and that with colluding eavesdroppers are given in Fig. 12 . We see that φ e 0 decreases with increasing d e for a fixed d i , meaning that the larger the eavesdropping distance, the smaller the offset angle limit, then the stronger the ability to prevent eavesdropping for the legitimate link. that the mmWave network has interference/eavesdropping immunity. Moreover, some of the existing techniques for interference coordination and physical layer security may be simplified or even unnecessary in mmWave systems in certain conditions, and thus the corresponding design and implementation cost of wireless systems can also be reduced.
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